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Former Utah Jazz forward Millsap a force for the Atlanta Hawks 

By: Tony Jones 

The points. The rebounds. The career-high numbers assists and steals. The all-star recognition of last 

season and the realization around the NBA that he’s one of the best power forwards in the league. 

None of it much matters to Paul Millsap. It’s nice and all and yes, he’s opened eyes since leaving the 

Utah Jazz two summers ago. But Millsap has been and always wants to be known for winning, and this 

may be his best chance. 

As the calendar turns to 2015, and as the Atlanta Hawks face the Jazz on Friday night, Millsap heads 

back into Salt Lake City for the second time with a singular goal: Taking the Eastern Conference. 

"We feel like we have a shot," Millsap said. "We know that last year didn’t end up the way we wanted. 

We thought we should’ve won that seventh game at Indiana (in the first round of the playoffs). We want 

to go farther this year." 

When Millsap makes another return to EnergySolutions Arena, he will do so as the hub of a team 

currently second in the East, a half-game behind the Toronto Raptors. The Hawks are 23-8 on the 

season, playing wonderful basketball with a balanced lineup featuring a bunch of weapons. They’ve 

done this with three former Jazz players; Kyle Korver, DeMarre Carroll, and Millsap. 

A former second-round draft pick, Millsap is at the forefront. Last year, he made his first all-star game. 

This season, he’s not far off that pace, averaging 16.8 points and 8.1 rebounds per game. He averages 

3.2 assists per game and comes up with 2.0 steals per night, heights he’s never reached in those 

categories. 

Just as important as the numbers, Millsap is a nightly walking mismatch. Yes, he’s undersized at 6-foot-8 

for power forward. But he now possesses 3-point range, and the ability to take bigger guys with him out 

to the perimeter. Put someone smaller on him, and he uses the skill in the post that initially made him 

effective in the league. He’s never stopped rebounding the ball. Him and Al Horford are difficult to 

contain on the interior. 

"He’s always been tough to guard," Jazz forward Derrick Favors said. "He’s always been such a hard 

worker. That’s the best thing about him, his work ethic. He’s always made the most of what he’s had." 

Jazz players who played with Millsap continue to be fond of him. Favors remembers the example Millsap 

and Al Jefferson used to set, coming into work on days off. Gordon Hayward remembers his relationship 

with Millsap growing over the years. 

When the two teams meet, they will certainly try to beat up on one another. But it’s clear there’s still a 

ton of admiration for Millsap in Utah’s locker room. 



"When I first came to the team, my relationship with Paul was just a normal teammate to teammate 

kind of thing," Hayward said. "But once I started playing more, and me and Paul started to talk more, I 

got to know him a lot better. We got a lot closer. I’ve always admired how hard he works." 

Millsap’s career takes an interesting turn this summer. After initially signing a two-year deal with the 

Hawks, the veteran forward will be an unrestricted free agent. He will almost certainly command more 

years and a pay raise on the open market. 

This is something Millsap has been hesitant to speak of. He made it clear that he’s happy in Atlanta, 

happy with how the Hawks have treated him, and the winning helps. This is the best team he’s been 

apart of since Utah’s days with Deron Williams and Carlos Boozer leading the franchise. 

Still, Millsap figures to be a hot commodity once July rolls around. And with the way he’s played in the 

last two years, deservedly so. 

"I just try to stay in the moment," Millsap said. "We have a great team, and we have an opportunity to 

do some special things as a team this season. That’s all I’m focused on right now." 

 


